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ABSTRACT

THE EVALUATION OI' COI\SCIOUS SELF,
UNCONSCIOUS SELF AND OTHERS BY

REPRESSORS, NEU'IRALS ASID SENSITIZERS

Jean -iuiitcheLl

One hundred and t\venEy subjects from the InE,roductory Psychology

coLrrse at the Universíty of Manitoba rvere selected on Lhe basis of

Repression-Sensit,izatíon (R-S) and Self-Ideal díscrepaney (S*I) scores.

Of these, 62 rvere male, 58 female. They rvere subjected to a manipulation

of self-esteem via a favorable or unfavorable personalÍty and inl-elligence

report.. Ratings Ì,/ere obtainecl of the conscious self , unconscious self

(irsing the Wolff technique and voice samples), and oËhers, from each S

on sernanLic differential type scales, before ancl after the treatment.

Although Ëhe Ëreatment dicl not, have the predicted effect, the resul.ts

supporËed t-he effectiveness of R-S as a personality dimension for the

study of conscious and unconscious self reports.

Contrary to earlier findings, the conscíous self received ihe

highest ratíng from all groups and the unconscious self Ëhe next highest,

when all groups \rere consiclereci together. The varianee was significanrly

higher for the unconscious self than for the other trvo objects, supporting

tlunÈleyrs contention that unconscÍous self judgment.s tend to be more

exl-reme than jtrdgments of the conscious sel.f or of oÈhers. A signif icant

interaction occurred bet¡veen R-S and Content (adjectival scales) " One

pattern seemed to appear on scales loading on El'rerrpotencyrrfactor (strong,

l-enacious, aggressive) while another pattern seemed to appear on scales

loading on the "evaluaiivetr facËor (good, honest, friendly, helpful).



IË r,¡as concluded that (a) methorlologícal differences determine

lshether conscious or unconscious self ratings will be more favorable;

(b) methodological differences do noL affect the unanimous result that

unconscious self ratings are inore extreme Ehan conscious self ratíngs;

ancl (c) the general notion of sel.f-evaluation is ínadecluate and that

the content,s of such evaluat,ion must. be specified before definitive

conclusions can be drarvn.

(iii)
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ÏNTRODUCTTON

Unconscious Self Evaluation

An extensive overview of research concerning measures

of the self-concept reveals a wide-spread interest in this
area (Wylie, 1961). Practically all of the studj_es reported

relate to phenomenological theories which make reference to,
or are based on, conscious self evaluations. Unconscious

self-evaluations, which might be assumed to circumvent such

variables as the desire for social and self approvalr âs

well as some of the ego-defence mechanisms, have largely
relied on projective measures, such as the T.A.T. Only two

studies are reported in the review cited which utilize an

alternative method that may be referred to as the "Wolff

technique" (Di1ler, L954¡ Epstein, 1955) .

Werner Wolff, the inventor of this technique, began

his experimental work at his Berlin laboratory in Ig25

(Vüolff , 1943, p. xiii) in which he attempted to establish
a scientific basis for personality assessment, utilizing
expressive behavior and self movements. According to

!üolff and Precker (1951) expressj-ve behavior is olre's style
cf response. Its content stems from the experiences of the

individual and the form is the measurabl-e product. The
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method consists of obtaining samples of expressive forms of

behavior from Ss and later submittilg them to the same Ss

for judgment as to their attractiveness, etc., without their

awareness that the samples are their own. Most of the

investigators in thís field (Wo1ff , 1943, Huntley, 1940,

Dill-er I L954, Rothstein and Epstein, 1963), have used small

groups of four, five or seven Ss, and had each S judge the

samples from the entire group. The samples are presented as

the expressive movements of "others", in order to disguise

the fact that one of them is their own. Unconscious self-

judgirnents using this method are defined as S-judgments made

when there is no reportable a\^/areness of the S that he is

judging his own forms of expression (wolff, L932, Huntley,

1940). Some of the forms of behavior studied by Wolff \Â7ere

outlines of the face, part and whole profiles, pictures of

the hands, mirrored handwritirg, retold stories, the voice,

and the gait. Huntley (1940) tested wolff's early findings

by replicating his work with these forms.

one of the most remarkable findings by both of these

experimenters was the faílure of most Ss to recognize their

own forms of expression. When recognition d.id occur, it

lfas not for forms with which persons might be expected to

be more familiar. For instance, in his series of experi-

ments vüolff found that all of his ss recognized. moving

pictures, in silhouette, of their own gait, something they

would not be expected to have observed to any extent. on
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the other hand, ninety per cenL of Wolff's SS failed to

recognize their own voice, and ninety-six per cent of

Huntley's Ss failed to do so (Wolff and Precker, 1951, p.

478) .

The second outstanding findinE concerning S-judgments

of expressive forms, made without reportable a\^iareness by

SS that they are judging their o\^/n' is that they tended to

be extremely favorable or extremely unfavorable when compared

with judgments made of or by others. They were seldom

neutral.

In order to establish that the individual does dis-

criminate his own forms of expression from those of others,

even though theise is no conscious a\^Tareness that they are

his o\,vn, Huntley (1940) studied S-judgments made at different

stages of awareness. He found. that unconscious seif-jugg-

ments were sígnificantly more extreme than the S-judgments

made when there was complete recognition. When there was a

partial or d.ubious recognition, the S-judgmenLs made a dis-

tinct upward shift in favorableness from those made with no

recognition. When there was complete recognition the S-

judgments ilizere more favorable than the judgments of others

or by others, but less favorable and less extreme than for

the other stages of recognition. Huntley used two measures

of extremeness of judgments: differences in nteans of S-

judgments, with the average of other-judgments taken to be

zero for comparison, and the sigmas of the various means,
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their relative size indicating extremerress in ratings. Un-

conscious S-judgments proved to have the largest sigmas,

which Huntley interpreted as evidence to support that they

were the most extreme.

Diller (L954) attempted experimentally to induce ggo-

involvement by manipulating self-esteem via a success or

failure experience, based on what he deemed. to be the

cherished trait of intelligence. He then studied the effect

on attitudes toward the conscious sel-f, the unconscious se1f,

and others. For ratings he used the traits of intelligence,

honesty, sincerity, humor, friendliness, conscientiousness,

helpfulness, sociability, tenacity, and aggression, each on

a seven-point rating sca1e. Covert or unconscious attitudes

toward the self were based on mirrored hand-writing samples.

Three of the traits, those of aggression, tenacity', and

honesty, were more sensitive to the effects of the success

experience on the overt or consc'ious level than were the

other traits, and were the only ones to show a statistically

significant change after the success experience (p<.05). On

the covert scale the. greatest changes occurred on the traits

of helpfulness, humor, sincerity, and tenacity, after the

faj-lure experience, although they were only significant at

the .10 leve1 of probability. Intelligence proved to be

the most resistant to change.

one of the criticisms of Wolff's early work was that

he reported only qualitative results, that is "more favorable"
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or "less favorable", rather than performing quantitative

analyses. Huntley (1940) attempted to remedy this in his

replications of Wolffrs work, but he did not perform sophisti-

cated statistical analyses in the forms employed in recent

years, such aS analysis of variance. Dillerdld. employ these

techniques, analysis of variance and t-tests, and also

obtained S-judgments at the conscious and unconscious levels

on the same Scales. However, he used. different bases for

comparison at the "covert" and the "overt" levels. The

conscious self ratings were compared with ratings of

"others" based on personality judgments made of four close

friends, four ordinary friends, and four casual acquaint-

ances. The unconscious self ratings were compared with the

judgments of ,'others" based on hand-writing samples, Pfe-

sented as those of strangers. There were four in all, and

the third one was the sts own handwriting in each case.

It is difficult therefore to know how the conscious

and unconscious self rat.ings compared initiatty. Although

Diller states that in the precondition Ss did not rate

themselves most favorably on the overt scales, while they

did. rate themsefves most favorably on the covert scales '
in the first instance the 'nothers" for comparison purposes

were persons Supposedly held. in Some esteem by the raters,

while the "others" of the hand.-writing samples were assumed

to be strangers. In light of these conditions it is also

not surprising that little or no change occurred on the



ratings of o'others" after the manípulation of self-esteem.

In sum, none of the prior stud_ies examined conscious self
ratings, unconscíous self ratings, and the ratings of

unknown others on the same scales, in the same way, so that
they might be compared and analyzed together.

Preview and Purpose of Present Studv

The present study was both deductive and inductive
(or exploratory) in nature. ft examined self-evaluation, a

dependent variable, as a function of six possible deter-

minants. These were, briefly:
(1) induced esteem (positive and negative)

(2) trials (before and after the esteem induction )

(3) initial level of High, Medium or Low Esteem,

response-d.ef ined.

(4) level of Repression-sensitization, (R-S)

response-defined as High, Medium or Low. (A high score on

the R-S scale denotes sensitization, a low score repression).
(5) content of evaluation (twelve adjectival scales)

(6) object of evaluation: conscious self, uncon-

scious self, and others.

certain assumptions and elaborations of those assumptions as

inferred from Horney's (1950) speculatíon on the development

and structure of what she called the "pride system". The

pri-de system has been applied to create an interpretation of

Deductive Aspect. The deductive aspect is based on
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data reporLed by Díl ler (1954.), mentioned above and given in more

detail belor,¡. A brief outline of llorney's pride system (as ';nderstood

and ¡vith some ninor el.aboratior-r by Professor G. Becker of the University

of Manitoba, via l-ectures in his Personalíty course) and of Dillerr s

findings are as follorvs:

1. l-Iorneyrs Pride System. Horney i:ostula.tes the existence of a pride

system lshich results íniÈially from a series of early lregaEive experiences:

"o... ...they (urrfavorable condítions) all boil dovøn to i-he
fact that the people in the envÍronment are too wrapped up ír-r
their or\rrl neuroses to be able to love the child or even Ëo conceive
of him as the partícular indivídual he is; their attitudes toward
him are determined by their ohm neurotic needs and responses. In
sinrple words Lhey may be domiilaËing, overprotective, overindulgent,
intimidating, irricai:le, overexacting, erratic, partial to Òüher
síblings, hypocrit.ical, indíffererrt, etc. It is 11ever a matter of
just a sirrgle factor, but alrvays the r,¡hoie constellation that exerts
Ëhe untoward inf luence on a childrs growth." (Ïlorney, 1950, p.18)

Such intolerable negal-ive experiences leacl to the feelings of

self-coi'rtempt which in turn lead to the development of an idealized

innge in reactíon thereto. The idealized image gradually and imperceptibly

becomes an idealizecl self ruhích becomes most real because ít ansrvers all

ttre stringent needs of the individual. The greater the self-contempt!

the greal-er the reaction formaÈion, and the greater the pride system.

This function is seen i¡r Figure 1" "Pride and self*haËe belong

ínseparably together; they are two expressions of one process." (Horney,

1950, p"109) Thus, according to Horney, the childrs spontaneous

development of his or^rn potential is inhibited and he develops some pre-

dominanc rvay of reacting to others and t.o life situations to counteract



basic anxíety and to protect hj-s self image. IJecause the discrepancies

between the fantasied ideal self and the real se l-f cannot be entirely

ígnored, the lac.ter becomes an offensive stranger for rvhom he feels

hate and conÈenpt.

ídeal-ized self ,

reinforces the

not in terms of

The new feelings of self ha.te reínforce the maintenance of i:he

in early childhood, but as a continuously, contemporaneously and cir*

ctil.atorily maintainecl system.

The very existence of the two conflicting evaluations that comprise

and the falling short oÍ. realizing tire ideal-ized self

feelirrgs of self-contempt, The pride

a rrrepetiËion cornpulsiont' determined

the pride system necessiEates a soluÈion" Horney offers several solutions

one of which is referred to as "sl-reamlininglr. "This is the at.EemPt

to suppress permarienLl-y and rígidly one self, and be exclusively the

orher.rr (I{orney, 1950, p.190) In one type of streamlining the idealized

sel.f is uppermosË, and the conteurpËible self is repressed and present

orrly aË Ëhe unconscious level. Dr. Beclcer refers to this as Type I

sEreamlining. In the oËher type of streamlining the reverse is true,

luÍth the contemptible self irnage uppermosË in consciousrless. (Type II

sl-reamlining, according to Dr. Beclcer.)

sysLem is seen,

once and for all

by Horney as:

"...when looking superficíally at the expansive Ëypes rnle get a
pict.ure of people who, in a streamlined \\ray, are bent on self-
glorificaËion, on ambitous pursuits, on vindictive triumph, with
the masËery of iife through intelligen.ce and r¿i1l Po\.Ier as the
means to actualize their idealized self . . The rigidity I'rith
whicl-r they hang on Ëo t-he expansive Ërends is not only owing to
the compulsive characLer of these lrends buE also to the necessity
to eliminate from a\¡,Tareness all traces of self-effacing Èrends and
all traces of self-accusations' self*doubLs¡ self contempL."
(t-torney, 1950, p. f92)

Type I sEreamlining is described
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Type If streamlining is effected when S identifies at

the symbolic level with this despised or contemptibl-e self:
In the type veering in the direction of sel-f-effacing
solution we find a reverse emphasis. . In sharp
contrast to th.e expansive types, he lives with ¿r dif fuse
sense of fa.ilure (to measure up to his shoulds) arrd
hence tends to feel guilty, inferior or contemptible.
(Horrrey, 1950, p". 2I5)

Horney suggests that these two types of streamlini-ng,

within the structure of the pride system, correspond to

Actler I s well known concepts of the superiority complex anc',.

the inferiority complexf respectively. Ad1er, reflects Horney,

did not realize that his two types reflected two modes of

resolution of the very same conflicts, beceuse of his pre-

dilection with surface phenomena.

Accord.ing to Byrne (L964) the author of the 1961

Revision of the Repression-Sensitization (R-S) sca1e, the

scal-e is a unidimensional categorization whj.ch errcompasses

many diverse defense mechanisms on a continuum. At one enci

of the scale are founcl the repressors, those v¡hose responses

involve avoidance of any anxiety-arousing stimulus and its

consequents, such as threats to self-esteem. Bepressolls

practice predomínantly mechanisms of repression, denial, anC

rrany types of rationalization. At the other end of the

continuum are found the sensitizers, who attempt to red-uce

anxiety by approaching or cont-rolling the stimurlus arrd its

consequents. They tend to use mechanisms of intellectu¿lli-

zation, isolation, and rumination. In. view of thèse
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descriptions, especially as they relate to the symbolized. or

conscious self-concept (Byrne, Barry and Nelson, 1963), it
can be hypothesized thaL Type T streamliners tend to be

repressors, and that Type II sLre:aml-iners tend to be sensi-

tizers. Figure 1 illustrates the d.evelopment of Horney!s

pride system as understood in the present study. It demon-

strates Type I streamlining, in which an indivi.dual identi-
fies with his idealized. sel-f at the conscious leve1, but

also indicates the ever present negative self concept at the

unconscious level. Figure 1 also depicts Type TI stream-

lining, in which an ind.ividual identifies consciously withL

his contemptible self while the correspond.ing idealized self-
concept exists at the unconscious level.
2. Dillerrs Findings. Diller found that
S showed an increase in positive self erzaluation measured at
two levels: Conscious (self report) and Unconscious,

utilizíng the Wolff technique. Following failure, S lowered

his positive sel-f evaluation at the unconscious level but

showed no change at all at the conscious level. These

results are illustrated in I'igure 2.

3. Interpretation of Diller's Findings. fn comparing the

three illustrations presented above, the structural simi-
larities are readily apparent. One explanation in terms of
the above analysis is that the lack of change in conscious

self evaluation following failure resulted from two equal

and opposing tendencies. The first tendency, to increase

following success,
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conscious self-evaluatj-on following failure, would be found

in Type I st.reamliners. The second tendency, to decrease

conscious sel-f-evaluation following failure, would be found

in Type II streamliners. In accord with the assumptions

concerning identity between Type I streamliners and repres-

sors, and Type II streamliners and sensítizers, the two

counter balancing tendencies woul-d be produced by repressors

and sensitizers respectively.

In accord with. the preceding speculations and in
connectj-on with DiIler's findings, the following general

statements are offered for test in the present research:

(i) As found by Diller, positì-ve self-evaluation
will increase (a) consciously and (b) unconsciously as a

function of manipulated positive self-esteem.

(ii¡ As found by Di1ler, positive self-evaluation

will (a) remain ccnstant consciously, and (b) decrease

unconsciouslyr âs a function of manipulated negative self-

esteem.

(iii) Via Horney's concept of two types of stream-

lining and the assumed correlation of this dichotomy with

repression-sensitization, statement (ii),a is interpreted in

terms of (a) repressors (Type I streamliners) increasing and

(b) sensitizers (Type II streamliners) decreasing self-

evaluation in such a way that the two opposite trencÍs offset

each other and in an unselected population remain non-

ciifferentiated. It is therefore hypothesj-zed that repressors
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will raise their conscious self-evaluation and sensitizers

lower their conscious self-evaluaLion following lowered self-

esteem.

esteem) and sex have been the only independent variables

studied with respect to their influence on both conscious

and unconscious self-evaluation. (Huntley, 1940, Dil1er,

L954) it behooves E to explore the domain further. In view

of this, several variables outside the domain, defined in

terms of the Florney-Diller interaction, have been included.

1. Initial- Level of Conscious Self-Evaluation. One

of these variables is the i-nitial level of conscious self

eval-uation which is operationally defined here as the self-

ideal (S-f) discrepancy score derived from Worchelrs Self

Activity Inventory (S.A.I.) (Worchel, 1957).

2. Connotative Meaning. A second variable is

represented by the three levels of connotative meaning

derived. by Osgood, Tannenbaüm arrd Suci (1957). Included in

the twelve levels of contenL of evaluation are three levels

representing the factors of evaluation, potency and activity.

Some recent work has been done using the semantic d.iffer-

ential- for personalíty assessment (Hallworth, 1965) ' and in

judgi¡rg personality from voice quality (Markel and Meisels,

L964\ . The personality evaluatíons in these studies \^iere

made by sélected judges and clid not include the speakers

themselves, while the present study utílized these scales

fnouctive Aspect. Since failure-success (or low*high
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as marker scal-es for unconscious S-judgments, from a voice

sample, in the service of identifying scale clusters, if
such clusters should arise.

METHOD

ruÞis-ct!-
Ss were selected from 248 males and 323 females

enrolled in three sections of the Introductory Psychology

course at the University of Manitoba. Th.ese students had

completed the R-S and S.A.I. scales in the fall term in a

regular class period.

On the basis of their R-S scores, the total group,

for each sex separately, \¡zas äivided into equal thirds,

representing High, Medium anci Low scores. For females the

median score was 36.16 , for males 34.67 . The groups were

also divided into thirds on the basis of their S-I scores.

This resulted in nine cross classification groups for each

sex. From the eighteen groups thus identified up to sixteen

\^Iere selected at random and solicited for participation in

the experiment. Because Ss who míght har¡e recognized their

own voice would have had to be disqualifieo as not meeting

the def inition of S- judgment made wj-thout a\^rareness, a

margin of Ss hao to be allowed in the ínitial stages of the

experiment. The aim was to have a minimum of twelve Ss

in each cell when the experiment was completed. Participa-

tion in the experiment earned the Ss three hours of creCrit

Ss
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for a course requirement, which was five hours in all' Some

Students contacted had already earned their credits and some

of the voice recordings were not audible enough for use in

l-ater stages of the experiment. The final compcsition of the

experimental groups is presented in Table I. Treatment I

\^ias the favorable intelligence and personality report (see

Appendix E-I), and Treatment II the unfavorable one (see

Ap¡:endix E-II), which will be described in more detail later

on.

Test Room and Apparatus

Th.e experimental room was a small one from which most

external noise was excluded. It contained a work counter

running lenthwise against one wall and a rectangular table

in the center of the room. The table was divided in the

centerbyatwoandone-halffoothighwoodendividerwhich

rested on its own base. Each s sat at the outer side of the

table facing the divider. The E was able to work unobserved

behind the divider, both at the table and on the counter'

which he1d. the experimental- records. Two Phillips AII

Transistor portable tape recorders \Mere used ín the experi-

ment as will be described below.

The R-S scale and its application for the present

experiment is described above. The self-ideaI discrepancy

(s-I) score, derived from vüorchel's (1957) Setf Activity

Inventory (SAI) , \^7as used to measure the tendency to present

a positive personal image. The s-I score has been interpreted'



TABLE 1

DTSTRIBUTION OF Ss TN EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

R-S- Low Medium Hiqh TotaI

Low

Treatment

Treatment

TotaI

ï

TT

Male Female Total Male Female Total MaIe Female Total

?
5

6

6

L2

2L

20

41

6

13

I
16

lreatment

Medium Treatment

Total

6

6

T2

6

6

t2

I3

II 3

.6

3

3

6

3

3

6

3

3

6

4

4

8

3

4

7

7

I
15

19

20

39

6

6

T2

20

20

40

2

3

5

4

3

7

7

7

I4

3

4

7

4

3

7

7

7

I4

4

3

7

T3
II 4

7

Treatment

Treatment

Total

High

H{
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to mean that low S-I scorers tend. to be insensitive to nega-

tive self-attributes and- to repress or deny d-iscrepancies

from their stated ideal. (Worchel, 1957).

Procedure

The procedure can be described as including three

stages.

Stage I. The first stage was conducted in order to

obtain samples of the Ss voices without their knowledge.

The task was introduced as an intelligence test based on

reading comprehension. Each S was given instructions which

are included in Appendix A as fnstructions I. The two

passpges which \^rere read are included under Appendix B,

passage A being read aloud by E, and passage B read aloud by

each S. The passpges were typed- on separate index cards,

5 x 7 | and were label-led A and B respecti-vely. They \¡7ere

taken from the Vocational Aptitude Examination, Type E-4,

Test 5 (Cleeton and Mason, 1946) .

The microphone of a Phillips tape-recorder was con-

cealed by resting it on a pile of papers in a cardboard

carton which rested on a waste-basket at the end of the

table, a\^/ay from the door. The corner flaps of the carton

rested loosely on top of it and the whole was partly under

the end of the table. The voices were satisfactorily

recorded in this manner. The recorder itself rested on the

table behino the divider, unobserved by the S. The pcrtable

all-transistor Phillips was selected as it proved to have
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the quietest switch mechanisms among those recorders on hand

in the department. Electrical models have an accompanying

hu¡i when turned on, which might provide cues to the S that

recording was taking place. While turning the switches on

or off the E_ moved papers and equipment abcut to hêfp mask

any sudden sound.

The entire B passage was recorded as read by each s

and, later, sentence two was edited out to serve as the

voice sample of the Þ_. This sentence reads: "Thus it comes

to pass that they only look for knowledge of final causes

of events, and when these a,re learned they are content' as

having no cause for further doubt. " Marking tape was used

to identify each Ss voice and all of the sa-mples were spliced'

together so that they provided the reel of tape for one

machine. This could. be set up prior to each experimental

session later so that the Ss o\^/n Voice could be played as

the seventh voice in a series of eight' without any tell-tale

pause. The other machine was set up to play the sample

Voices for Seven "others" obtained as described below' Two

reels \^iere made, one for female sample voices and one for

male samples.

ss appeared to be task-oriented and. many expressed

chagrin at being able to recall less of what they had read'

that is passage B, than of passage A, which was read by E.

Many remarked that they expected to be able to remember what

they themselves read much better. Others contmented that
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they never l-istened when they were required to rea.ci al-oud.

Concentration on the task indicated that it was taken

seriously and several Ss asked whether they would be given

the test results.
Stage I-8. All Ss were. given eight sample voices by

which they were to judge their owner's personality in Stage

II. In order to obtain seven sample voices of each sex,

experimental volunteers were solicited for one hour of

credit from Introductory Psychology excluding those wh.o were

participating in the ent.ire experiment. The sample voices

were obtaj-ned by running Ss exactly as in Stage l, so that

they would be as like as possible in terms of stimulus

value, effects of reading rather than speaking, reproduction

effects, etc. Sixty seconds !üere allowed to summarize each

passage read and the sound of a stopwatch switch served to

further mask any significance to the recorder switch.

Stage If . qs \^iere instructed. concerning the experí-

mental- task in Stage II. of judging personality from

listening to a person's voicer âs given under Appendix Ct

Instructions II. The voice samples, reading the sentence

indicated, were played one at a time, with the Ss own voice

always played as voice number seven.

Judgments v¡ere made on the sheets provided made up j-n

booklet form, one sheet for each voice. Twelve adjectíval

scales were on each page, constructed in the form of the

semantic dj-fferential, with colons dividing the seven spaces'
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but with no numerical values supplied. The scales were the

same for each page but their order was altered to counteract

for possible position effects. The order was based. on six

cifferent permutations of arrangiements of three blocks of

four scales each. For the seventh voice, ss own' each s

was assigned one of the six permutations according to their

appearance for the experiment, by sex within the order. For

judgment number eight the permutation was ín reverse order

to that of number seven. For judgment number nine, a

conscious self evaluation using the same scales, the same

order was presented as given for number seven, the "unconscious'n

S-judgirnent. The sheet for the conscious S-rati19 was colored

blue to differentiate it. from the others which r¡ilere white'

At the top of each of the blue', pages was printed o'As for

myself I am a person who is:". For the latter, instructions

\^rere given as included in Appendix C. By stressing the

judgment of "o\n7n" personality it was hcped to discourage any

suspicion that one of the voices might have been their own.

The twelve polar-adjectival scales were selected from

those used by Huntley (L940) and Diller (1954); three scales

from the Semantic Differentíal scales were added. Each one

of these load.ed highly on one factor while loading close to

ze1o on the other two.l Although n'fast-Slow" has the highest

. BB on
-.09 on

1rAccording to Osgood and Succi (f955) "good-bad" loads
the evaluátion fáctor, .05 on the potency factor and
the activity factor. "strong-weak" foads .62 on the
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load.ing on the activity factor the alternate item "active-
passive" was selected- in order to encourage S to judge the

personarity of the speaker rather than the speaking rate of
the voice itself . The scales \,vere randomized as to polarity,
those with the positive pole first as "friendry-unfriendly"
referred to as A, those with the negative pole first, as

"weak-strong"; referred to as B. With one of the semantic

differential scales assigned to each block, the three blocks

of four scales each were then randomized as to polarity in
an arrangement of (1) ABBA (2) ABAB (3) BAAB. Using a table
of random numbers the following order for the first six
judgments by all Ss was compiled, the numbers referring to
blocks of scales:

Judgment (1) 23L

(2) L32

(3) 2L3

(4) 32r

(5) r23

(6 ) 3L2

Permutation I is attached in Appendix D.

Of the remaining nine items, six were reported. by

Diller to be most sensitive to changes in self esteem in his
study. These items, in noun form, \,ì/ere: ag:ression, tenacj-ty,

potency factor, .L9 on evaluative and
analysis for "active-passive" yielded
activity , .I4 on eval-uative and .04 on

.20 on activity. Factor
loadings of .59 on
potency.
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honesty, helpfulness, humor and sincerity. A seventh item,

"intelligent!' , \^ias included because it was employed by both

Diller and Huntley. The other two items "atfractive" and

"fri-endly" \^rere selected because these terms were used by

Wolff (1943) and Huntley (f940) to describe S-judgments of

expressive forms of self and others.

Only one S recognized her own voice, without question,

and she was a music student and teacher who said she had

been studying her own recorded voj-ce as a class project.

One male S asked what the ?ge range was of the persons whose

voices he heard because one voice sounded just like a minister

he used to know. He felt that he had judged that person as

helpful, etc., as he had known the minister to be. The voice

in question was the second last, his o\¡rn. E replied truth-

fully that the age range wasnrt known of the persons whose

voices provid.ed the samples because they were not asked.

Since the Ss were solici'bed on a random basis, it happened

that three of them were foreign students with quite distinc-

tive accents. Surprisingly there was no suggestion of

recognition of their own voices on their partr âs also found

by Vüolff (1943, p. 63). Huntley (1940) comments on the

finding that women tend to make more favorable judgments of

their own unrecognized voices than do men, in spite of the

fact that the reproduction of men's voices seems to be con-

siderably better than that of women. In the present study

several male Ss said at the conclusion of the task that alL
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the voices sounded the same to them. The vromen on the whole

seemed to find the task more meaningful. Ss only judged the

voice samples of their own sex. Amongst the first six male

samples \^ras one with quite a Slavic accent, âs well as one

who spoke in a monotone throughout. On the other hand, most

of the female sample voices were very soft, and seemed to

the E to have very similar stimulus value.

One male S became disturbed when the conscious self
judgment task was presented. He threw down the pencil and

said he thought the whole thing was unfair. Although it was

the conscious self-judgment task which he appeared to reject,

it was judging people's personality from their voice that he

said no one should ever do, and that he was sure that most

people wouldnrt do such a thing. He was excused from the

remainder of the experiment, but it suggested an interesting

incident of the l<ind of emotional distress that Vüolff

describes as occurríng in some of his Ss, when making

unconscious self-judgments (Wolff, L943, p. 143) .

All remaining gq were asked. to make an appointment

for Stage III of the experiment in 2'-3 weeks time. Approxi-

mately four weeks elapsed between Stage II and Stage III.

Stage III. The final stage of the experiment was

conducted for the purpose of inducing positive or negative

self-esteem, and measuring the effects on the above scales.

Ss were assigned to one of the two experimental conditions,

according to the order of their appearance for this part of
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the experiment, alternating within their particular cross-

classification, there being nine of these in all, âs desig-

nated by R-S and S-I scores.

Each S was told, when he or she appeared for Stage

III:

You may remember that you filled in some questionnaire
forms in class, early in the fall term. They were
personality tests. They have been evaluated by a.n
experienced psychologist from this department. This is
your report as he compiled it, as well as your rating
on the verbal comprehension test which you did in the
first of these experiments.

This was followed by either a favorable (F) or

unfavorable (U) report concernilrg personality functioning

and intelligence. A copy of each form of report is attached

under Appendix E. They were adapted from those used by

Glass (1964).

After the report was. giiven, each S v¡as told that for

the purpose of checking the reliability of the scores on

some of the tests he had taken, two of them would be repeated

at this time. The first was the task from Stage II, that of

judging personality from listening to a person's voice, plus

a conscious self judgment. The second was a repeat of the

S-f test.

For the personality judgments each S was given a

scoring booklet identical to the one he had used before, in

terms of arrangement of the permutations on each page.

Booklets for Stage fI and Stage IIf were identified by

having a sma1l (a) or (b) in the upper left hand corner of
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the cover page. Permutation orders lvere identified by having

one of the letters of the word TowARD printed. at the bottom

of each test page in small letters, representing permutation

orders L-6 respectively.

Stage III completed the experimental sessions.

Because of the large numloer of ss (r20) being tested over a

period of four weeks, it was deemed inadvisable to explain
the purpose of the experiment at this timer âs this might

tend to affect the performance of subsequent ss if they heard

about it. rnstead, the unfavorable report was counteracted

by E. giving a "neutral" report (see Appendix E-III) at the

end of the sessíon to those ss who were given the unfavorable

report. This was done under the guise of E having made a

mistake in the name of the s when selecting his or her

report. Each form of report was enclosed in a cardboard

file folder to simulate a student record. rt was apparent

that for many ss the unfavorable report had been effective
in creating alarm, for they expressed much relief when told
that it had been gíven ín error. some even remarked. that
they \,vere afraid the effects would show up on their experi-
mental tasksr âs they had been quite upset. Three of the

male ss were qui-te belligerent about the unfavorable report
and said that the examiner was in error. They evinced

either relief or self-gratification when the "corrected"
(neutral) report was given at the end.

Before leaving, each S was asked two questions:
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(1) What do you believe was the purpose of the experi-

ment?

(2) The voices you heard were those of Introductory

Psychology students. Did you perhaps recognize any of the

voices as belonging to friends of yours?

In response to the first question the answers fell
into categories of (a) I have no idea; (b) just what you

said they \^rere for, an intellígence test, and then judging

people from their own voices; or (c) some kind of a

personality assessment. In answer to the second question,

several males recognl-zed the person whose voice wa.s played

in position number ei ght for the male samples. This person

belonged to an entertainment. group and apparently had a wide

acquaintance amongst the students. One girl accurately

recognized one of the six female sample voices which

happened to belong to a close friend. Several Ss reported

that they had suspected that one of the voices might be

their own, but they couldnrt ídentify its position in the

series, and after doing the task the second time they said

they decided it couldn't be. In order to maintain the

necessary deception, any suggestion that their own voice was

included was d.enied throughout the experiment, with the

exception of the student who definítely recognized her own

voj-ce in Stage II, and therefore had to be excluded from the

remainder of the study.

All Ss were told that they could come to the department
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at an appointed time period, following completion of the

entire experiment, and that an explanation would be given to

them by E at that time. Fifteen Ss appeared and were given

the correcL explanation. AIl expressed surprise that their

own voices were included and had no definite idea which one

it might have been. One female S was insistent that none of

the voices could have been her o\^in. Vühen offered to be

shown the identification label- and to hear her own voi-ce

again, she capitulaLed and said: n'I have to believe you."

Treatment of Data

Numerical values graduated from one to seven were

substituted for the spaces on the scales, a value of seven

given to the space next to the positive pole (assumed) and

a value of one to the last space before the negative pole

of each scale. A preliminary examination of the means for

Conscious Self indicated that the polarity of the scales was

j-n the anticipated direction. The scale score for the judg-

ment of Others for each S was the mean score on that adjec-

tive for the first six sample voices judged. The seventh

set of judgrments was the basis of the Unconscious Self score,

as it was the S's own voice in each case. The eighth sample

was included to absorb any possible series terminal effects

and was not considered in the calculations. For each subject

then there were two sets of judgment scores for each object

of eval-uation, (Conscious Self , Unconscious Self , Others) on
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the twelve scales, one set made before the manipulat.ion of
self-esteem, and one made afterwards.

The val-ues thus obtai-ned were transformed to T-scores

(via computer program) to provide standard distributions
with means of fifty and standarci deviations of ten, for each

of the twelve scales (contents). A mixed analysis of vari-
ance was performed (via computer program) with corrections
made for uneven nrs using the harmonic mean method.

(Snedecor, l-956r pêr. L2.L6) . The design consists of R-S

x S-I x TMT x B-A x Obj x Cont., yielding a 3 x 3 x 2 x 2

x 3 x L2 factorial. The fj-rst three variables, repression-

serrsitizatíon, self-ideal discrepancy, and treatment, are

between-subject variables. The latter three before-after
(treatment), object, and content are wíthin-subject variables.

RESULTS

The resul-ts of the analysis of variance are presented

in Tabl-e 2. The absence of an interacti-on between Treat-
ment and Before-After judgments inciicates that the mani-

pulation of self-esteem was not effective in the manner

predicted. However there j-s an important three-way

interaction of R-S, Object and Content, significant at
the .005 level of probability. rt includes two statisti-
cal1y signifi-cant double interaction effects,



TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OF VARTANCE OF REPRESSION-SENSITIZATION
X SELF-TDEAL DTSCREPANCY X TREATMENT X

BEFORE.AFTER X OBJECT X CONTENT

Between

Repression-
Sensitization
(R-S)

Source

Self-Ideal \Discrepancy (S-¡) 3,997.3 \

Treatment

(R-s) (s-r)

(R-s) (Tmt,. )

(s-r¡ (rmt. )

(R-s) (s-I) (ttnt. ¡

errorb

ûüithin

Before-After
(R-s) (B-A)

(s-r) (B-A)

(rmt. ) (B-A)

(R-s) (s-r) (B-A)

(R-s) (rmt.) (B-A)

(s-r) (rnt. ) (B-A)

(R-S) (S-r¡ (rrnt. )
(B-A)

S. S.

126,7 40.2 119

d. f.

6,095.6

5,577 .g

2,3:-7 .2

. 79Q,7

I,044.2

6 t617 .6

100 ,369 .7

730,841.6

87.5

16 .6

95.9

42 .8

353.6

37s"0

258 "7

612.6

M. S.

2

2

1

4

2

2

4

L02

8r520

1

2

2

30

3 t047 .g

1,9g 8.6

5,5I7 .9

579.3

390,4

522.L

L t654.4

984.0

F p values

3 .10

2.03

5.6r

0. 88

0.39

0.53

1.68

.05

.025

87 "5

8.3

47 .9

42 "8

88.4

187"5

L2g "3

153.2

I
4

0.5s

0 " 05

0.03

0.27

0 .56

1. 17

0. 81

0.96



errorwl L6 r2g4.g

ob ject (ob j. ) Z: ,37 4.7

(R-s) (obj.) e ,590.7
(s':I) (obj.) g,31o.B

(nnt.) (oni.¡ 3e7.6

(R-s) (s-r) (obj. ) s ,989.6
(R-s) (rmt.) (oui.¡ L,204.3.

\(S-r) (rmt.) (obj.) 6,138.1

(n-s) (s-r) (rmt. )
(ob j. ) q t792.L

errorl{2 113r964.s

Content (Con. ) 30. g

(R-S) (Con. ) 2,997 .L

(S-I) (Con.) r,442.9

(Tmt.)(Con.¡ L,499.2

(R-S) (s-r) (Con. ) S ,784.0
(R-S) (rmt.) (con.) 2,494.46

(s-r¡ (Tmt,.) (con.¡ 3,15I.3
(R-s) (s-I) (rmt. )
(Con. ) A,359.5

errorw3 L27 t824.59

(B-A) (oU3.) t20.3s

(R-s) (B-A) (obj.) e 62.0

(s-r) (a-a¡ (ob j . ) rrg. z

Source

TABLE 2 (Con't. )

S. s. d. f.

L02

2

4

4

2

I

4

4

ls9

36,678

'L,647

827

198

748

301

L t534

I
3

7

7

I

7

1

5

31

65 .67 .0005

2,95 .025

1. 48

0 .35

1.34

0.54

2.75 .05

I. 07

p values

I
204

11

22

22

11

44

22

22

44

rrL22

2

4

4

599.0

558.6

2.8

]-36.2

65.6

136 "2

131.45

113. 4

r43.2

"024

l.Lg7

.57 6

L. I97

1.154

.09

L.2s7

.8799 .1

113 .9

360 " 17

165.5

28.3

2.58

1. 19

0.203



Source

(rmt.) (B-A) (obj.) 408

(R-s) (s-r) (B-A)
(ob j. ) r,136

(R-s) (rmt. ) (B-A)
(obj.) zst

(s-r) (rmt. ) (e-e)
(obj.) 1,187

(R-s) (s-I) (rmt. )
(B-A) (obj.) L,259

TABLE 2 (Con't. )

S. S. d. f.

error__.
w4

(B-A) (Con. )

2

B

4

4

B

204

11

22

2)

11

44

22

22

44

L tI22

22

44

44

(R-S ) (B-A) (Con . )

(s-I ) (B-A) (con. )

(rmt. ) (B-A) (Con. )

(R-s) (s-r¡ (B-A)
(Con. )

(R-s) (rmt.) (B-A)
(Con. )

(s-I) (rmt. ) (B-A)
(Con. )

(R-s) (s-r) (rmt.. )
(B-A) (Con. )

M. S.

204.L

L42.0

62.9

296.9

I57.4

139 .3

107.1

24.7

27 .4

23 .8

28 ,428

32

r,I77

543

603

26L

L,563

825

l,lBB

L,642

L. 46

1.019

0.45

2 .13

1. 13

p values

errorw5

(obj. ) (con. )

(R-S) (ori. ) (con)

(s-I) (obj. ) (con)

(rmt. ) (oui. ¡
(Con. )

2.64

0.608

0.675

0.586

0.87

0.92

1.33

0 .919

45,501

11,396

4 ,631

2,L79

L,644

35.5

37 .5

54.0

37 .3

40.56

518.0

105 .3

49.5

.005

22

B. 14

1. 65

0.78

7 4 .7 I.L7

.0005

.005



Source

(R-s) (s-r) (ob j. )
(Con. ) 7 ,716.6

(R-s) (rmt. ) (oui. ¡
(Con.) 2,273.2

(s-l) (rmt. ) (ori . ¡
(Con.) ¡,419.8

(R-s) (s-I) (rmt. )
(obj.) (con.¡ 5,090.0

error*. L42 ,822.6

(B-A) (obj.) (con.) 1,089.ì
(R-s) (B-A) (obj. )
(Con. ) 1,188.4

(s-I) (B-A) (obj,)
(Con. ) 696.2

(rmt. ) (s-a) (ob j. )
(Con. ) 119.8

(R-s) (s-r¡ (B-A)
(obj.) (con.¡ 2,449.9

(R-s) (rmt. ) (a-a¡
(obj.) (con.¡ 1,068.8

(S-r) (ttnt. ) (s-a)
(obj.) (con.¡ 2,104"4

(R-s) (S-r) (rmt. )
(B-A) (obj.) (con¿) 2,79L.7

error--- (Resid-
w t uat) .74t872.42

TABLE 2 (Conrt)

S. S. d. f.

88

44.

44

BB

2,244

22

44

M. S.

87 .7

5L.7

77 .7

57 .8

63.6

49.5

27 .0

15.8

32.7

27 .8

24.3

47 .8

31.7

31" 9

F

33

1.38

0. 818

I.22

0.91

p values

44

22

88

44

44

88

2,244

1.55

0. 84

0.49

1. 02

0.87

0.76

r.49

0.99

.05

.05
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R-S x Object (p <.025) (see Figure 3) and Object. x Content

(p <.0005) (see Figure 4), as well as two significant main

effects, R-S (p <.05) and Object (p <.0005). Table-3.:.on-

tains the data for the three-way interaction, and Figures

5, 6 and 7 illustrate graphically the results for each of
the twelve adjectival scales.

Figure 3 depicts the two-way interaction between R-S

and Object with Contents collapsed, and is presented for the

purpose of obtaining a general picture of the two-way i_nter-

action across all the contents used here. Considered in
this way the statj-sticatly significant differences which

hold across all Contents are between Conscious Self and

Unconscious Sè1f for Repressors (t = 3.60rd.f. = 40, p<.001)

and for Neutrals (meclium scorers on R-S) (t = 2.22, d.f . =

38, p<.05), and for Repressors between Conscious Self and

Others (t = 2.5L, d.f. = 40, p<.02) and for Neutrals between

Conscious Self and Others (t = 3.31, d.f. = 38, p<.01). For

Sensitizers the only statistically significant differencef
with all contents collapsed, is between Conscious Self and

Others (t = 3.78, d.f. = 39, p<.00I).

Figure 4 shows the two-way interaction between Object

and Content with R-S groups collapsed for the purpose of
obtaining a general pícture across all the Contents. The

smallest differences between Contents occur on ratings for
Others. It is interesting to note that on some aojectives

the Conscious Self is rated relatively very high. while the
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TABLE 3

MEANS AND S. D.IS FOR R-S X OBJECT X CONTENT

Content

Obiect

Repressors

Neutrals

Sensitizers

Means

Conscious Self Unconscious Self
M.

54 .4

56.7

56.7

55.9

Content

Sincere

Object

S.D. M. S.D.

7 .25 45.2 12.42

6.66 47.4 11.98

8.60 48.3 12.33

47 .0

Repressors

Neutrals

Sensi-tizers

Means

Conscious SeIf Unconscious Self

37

M

55.1

54. B

5r.7

s3 " B

Content

Active

M. S.D. M.

45.8 5 .48 48. s

49.0 5.80 51.0

46.L 6. 83 50.3

47 .0

Obiect

Others Means

S. D.

9 .48 48.7

10.3 4 49 .B

11.30 49.2

49.2

Repressors

Neutrals

Sensit izers

Means

M. S. D.

Consci.ous Self Unconscious Sel-f
M.

s1.6

5L.7

53.3

\))

10.82

12.3I

L2.II

Intelligent

M. S.D. M.

47 .L 3.97 50.3

47 .3 5.66 s0.3

46.0 5.65 48.9

46 .8

Others lvleans

S. D.

7 .44

B. 86

8.29

lvt. s. D.

46 .0 13 .61

50 .5 13.33

50 . 1 L2.98

4.8 .8

M

47 .3

51.C

4e.7

49 .0

Others , Irieans

s.D. M.

6 .34 48.3

6.23 5r.0

6.79 50.7



Content

Obiect

Repressors

Neutral-s

Sensitizers

Means

TABLE 3 (Conrt.)

Conscious Self Unconscious Self
M. S.D.

56.9 6.20

56.2 7 .92

53.5 10.05

55.5

Content

Helpful

Obi ect

Repressors

Neutrals

Sensitizers

Means

M. S. D.

45 .4

47.t

48.0

46.8

Conscious SeIf Unconscious Sel-f
M. S. D.

55 . B L0.2L

51. B 11. 15

50. 4 11.11

52.6

12.59

L2.T7

11.33

Content

Aggressive

3B

M

47 .L

AA ')

45.7

47 .3

Obiect

Others Means

Repressors

Neutrals

Sens itizers

Ilieans

S. D. M.

5.24 49.8

6.03 50. B

7 .I3 49 .0

M. S. D.

48.0 10.93

50.8 12.03

50.6 12.45

49.8

Conscious Self Unconscious Sel-f
M. S. D.

55.3 10.33

57.4 9.38

54.0 LL.02

55.5

Content

Humorous

Object

M.

47 .4

48.0

46 .9

47 .4

Others Means

Repressors

s.D. Ivl.

4.67 50.4

€,.23 50.2

4.40 49 .3

M. S.D.

48.7 9 .36

49 .6 10 .34

48.4 L2.44

48.9

Conscious Self Unconscious Self
M.

55. B

Strong

M.

45.3

46.5

45.6

45. B

Oth.ers }leans

S.D"

8. 1r

s. D. M.

4.98 49 .7

s.75 5I.1

5.30 49 .3

'M. S. D.

47 .2 11.9 6

M" S.D. M.

46.5 4.75 19 .B

Others Means



Content

qbisct conscious self unconscious self others Means

Neutrals

Sensitizers

Means

TABLE 3 (Con't. )

Content

M.

54.8

49.9

53.5

object conscious self unconscious serf others Means

Strong

s. D.

8.79

11. 11

Repressors

Neutrals

Sensitizers

Means

M. S.D.

52.0 12.30

51.3 12.6

50.1

M. S. D.

52.5 9 . 89

54.9 g .37

49,0 l_2.06

52 .I
Content

Tenacious

ob

39

ect

M. S.D.

47.0 5.64

45 .4 4.90

46.3

Repressors

Neutrals

Sensitizers

Means

M. S.D.

46.5 11.48

51.6 12.0I

53.2 12. tr3

50.4

Conscious Self Unconscious SeIf

M

s]-.2

48.8

M. S.D.

55.7 7 .65

55. B 7 .89

53.3 11.23

54.9

Content

Friendly

Object

M. S.D. M.

47.5 4.29 49.B

47.9 6.19 51.4

47,r 5.61 49,',l

47 .5

Repressors

Neutrals

M. S.D.

45 .5

48.0

47 .9

47.L

Conscious Self Unconscious Self
M.

52.9

56 .1

11.49

11.20

12.70

Others Means

Good

M. S.D. M.

46.8 5.13 49.3

49.8 6.96 5L.2

47 .0 6 .81 49 .4

47 .8

S. D.

8.29

7.78

M. S.D.

45 .0

49.5

12.29

11. 85

Others Means

M. S.D. M.

46.6 7.32 48.1

50 .8 7 .7I 52.L



Content

Object

Sensitizers

Means

TABLE 3 (Conrt. )

Content

Conscious Self Unconscious Self

Object Cor¡scious Self Unconscious Self Others YeansM. S.D. M. S.D. M. S.D. Ivl.
Repressors 55 . 1 8. 9 B 44.0 10 .35 46 .9 6 . 19 48 .6

Neutrals 57 .4 6.27 48.5 9 .76 49 .6 7 .55 51.8

Sensitizers 53.2 12.11 48.0 11.69 46.6 7.12 49.2

M.

51.8

53.6

Good

S. D.

9.23

Itleans

M. S.D.

49 .5 l-2.02

48.0

Content

Object

Honest

Repressors

Neutral-s

Sensit,izers

Means

40

55.2

Others Means

M. S.D. M.

47.4 7.64 49.5

48.2

Conscious Self Unconscious Self
M.

53.9

52 .8

53.2

53.3

Attractive

46. B

S. D.

6.98

8. 40

8.06

M. S.D.

46.6

50.7

48.7

48.6

47 .7

13 .5

12.35

L4.72

Others Means

M. S.D. M.

47 .0 5.57 49.1

49 .3 6 .9r s0 .9

46 .5 6.23 49 .4

47 .6
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Unconscious Self is rated relatively very low. These are

Sincere, Helpful, Honest and Friendly. The reverse tendency

holds for ratings of these objects on Intelligent, Aggressive

and Tenacious. The second highest rating for the Unconscious

Setf is on Strong, but the rating for Conscious Self on this

scale is close to average (53.5).

Considering Figures 5-7, where each of the Contents

are considered separately, were it not for the Sensitizer

group, al] of the interaction would appear to be loetween

Unconscious Self and Others, with the Conscious Self in all

cases being rated higher than the other two objects (see

Figure 3). The sensitizers show consistency in rating the

Unconscious Setf higher than Others on all of the scafes (as

in Figure 3) and on three of them higher than the Conscious

Self. The three scales are "aggressiveo', "strong", and

"tenaciotfs", terms which semantically load. on the "potency"

factor (Osgood, et al' L957). Although for sensitizers the

scale values even for "tenaciolfS", the largest Obtained

d.ifference between Unconscious Self and Conscious Self, is

not significant (t = 1.55, d.f. = 38, p>.05)2 nevertheless

the direction of the difference contributes to the inter-

action between these two objects.

2th" two-tailed t-test for uncorrelated means was
employed for all of these calculations so that any p value
asèociated with differences between correlated means may be
considered in some unknown d.egree a conservative estimate of
the likelihood that such differences arose by chance -
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The difference between means for Unconscious Self and

Others on "tenacíous" for sensitizers is significant (t = 2.89,

d.f. = 78, p<.01). The obtained difference on the "strong"

scale for sensitizers between Unconscious Self and Others is

also significant (t = 2.86, d.f. = 39, p<.01). The difference

on the "eggr"==ive" scale is not statistically significant
(t = 1.68, d.f. = 39, p>.05). All of these significance

levels refer to two-tailed tests.

Repressors on these three scales rafe the Conscious

Self considerably higher than the other two objects. On

"eggr"==ive" Conscious vs. Unconscious Self has a p value of

<.05, o[ "strong" p<.01, on "tenacious" p<.02. For Conscious

Self vs. Others on all three scales, p<.01. The Unconscious

Self is rated slightly higher than Others on Strong and

Aggressive, slightly lower on Tenacious, but these differences

are not statj-stically significant. They rate the Unconscious

Self lower than Others on the scales of Sincere, Intelli-gent,
tielpful., Good, Honest, Attractive, and. Friendly, although

the differences are not statistically sígnificant. These

scales all load on the semantic "evaluative" factor (Osgood

and Suci, 1955). On the remaining two scales, Active and

Humorous, Repressors rate the Unconscious Self higher than

Others but only the difference on Humorous is significant
(t = 2.07, d.f . = 4I, p<.05). These two scales load on the

'oactivity" factor of the semantic differential (Hallworth,

le65).
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The Neutral group (medium scorers on the R-S d.imen-

sion) rates the Conscious Self much higher than the other

two objects on all of the scales except Aggressive, Strong,

Tenacious, Attractive and rntelligent, where the differ.ence

is smalrer although in the same direction. The differences
are smallest on rntelligent where the means are very similar:
conscious self z 5r.7 , unconscj-ous self : 50 .5 , others: 5r.0 .

It will be remembered that Huntley considered the size

of the sigma as indicative of "extremeness" in unconscj-ous

self judgments. A cursory examination of the data of Table

3 indicates that on most scales , f.or most R-S groups, the

standard deviations are highest for the unconscious self.
The variances, with R-S and Content collapsed, are: Con-

scious self 62 = 82.Bl-; unconscious self 62 = !43.76¡ others

62 = 32.38. When these variances are compared they are all
significant (on a two-tailed test.) at the .02 level_ of pro-

bability: Unconscious Self vs. Others, F = 4.44, d.f. =

119, 119; Conscious Self vs. Others, F = 2.55, d.f. = 119,

119; Unconscious SeIf vs. Conscious Self, F = I.73, d.f. =

119 , 119. These d.j-f ferences are not based on dif ferences

in extremeness of judgments between R-S groups, because

when content is collapsed, and conscious self is considered

a1one, the F tests between variances fail to reach signifi-
cance at the .10 Ievel on a two-tailed test: Repressors vs.

Sensitízers F - 1.51, d.f. = 40, 39; Repressors vs.

Neutrals.. F = l-.03, d.f. = 40, 38; Sensitizers vs.
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Neutrals, F = 1.56, d.f. = 39, 38.

DISCUSSION

Since there was no significant interaction between the

Before-After and Treatment variables, the necessary condi-

tions for testing the hypotheses based on Horneyrs theory

are absent. The results must be considered. without reference

to that aspect of Horneyrs theory preserrted in the intro-
duction. To the extent that the findings are significant

and interesting, and have implications for further research,

credit must still be. given to Horneyrs notions for harring

generated these findings. Further other aspects of Horney's

theory will be invoked below.

fn the present study two forms of control, which serve

as reference points, were included.. In respect to the com-

position of the experimental groups, those groups composed.

of medi-um scorers on the R-S and S-I represent a neutral or

reference group. For the experimental varia-bles, the use of

judgments of Others provides a within-subjects control and

means of comparison. For those instances in wh:l-ch the

Sensj-tizers judgeci their Unconscj-ous Self significantly
higher than Others, while the Repressors and Neutrals did

not, two explanations are possible. Either (1) only

Sensitizers are sensitive to their own voices, or (2) atl

of the. groups are but the Sensitizers are the only ones who

ciiscriminate between their own voices and those of others.
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They rated. their own voices higher than those of Others on

all of the scales, while the Repressors rated their own lower

on a majority of the scales. At the conscious level- the

Repressors rated themselves higher in. general than did the

Sensitizers, as would be expected if they represent Stream-

liners Type I and Streamliners Type II, respectively. For

both groups, Horney¡s "glorified self" seems to predominate

at the conscious l-evel- witfr the "contemptible self " appearing

in contrast at the unconscious level. This is particularly

true for Repressors, whose highest judgments at the conscious

level are offset by judgments lower than judgments of Others

at the unconscious level (see Figure 4).

Under the experimental treatment of manipulation of

self-esteem the predominant ego-defense mechanisms appear to

have continued to function at both levels. Huntley (f94Qp.427)

adopted this as a premise to explain the favorableness or

unfavorableness of unconscious self judgments:

We have assumed that the strivings for self esteem may
operate automatically and below the leve1 of conscious
report. . Usually positive self justification
results, although occasionally there are judgments
indicative of dissatisfaction.

It is readily apparent that the objects were not

rated equally on the various adjectival scales either within,
or between, subjects. Wolff (I943, chp. XVI) recognized

this phenomenon and pointed out that personality terminology

is difficult to equate, since the val-ue attaching to a

particular trait is bound up in an individual's personal
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value system. He analyzed "free" self-judgments and deduced

a quality of "attractiveness" which he subsequently used for
scaled judgments of expressive forms of self and others, as

"most attractive" to'least attractive". Huntley (1940) and

Diller (1-954) also used this dimension for ratilgs. In the

present study the term Attractive did not differentiate the

mean group judgments nearly as well as some of the other

adjectives.

ft is interesting to note that Diller selected

Intelligent as a major measure in his study, in the belief
that it is a universally cherished trait. It proved to be

most resistant to change in S-judgments at both the conscious

and unconscious levels in his study. fn the present study

it shows the srnallest differences between judgments of the

three objects, particularly for Sensitízers.

In this experiment R-S l-evels were combined with three

levels of S=I scores, so the R-S groups are mixed ones.

Because R-S and S-I are positively correlated (Byrne et al,
L963) it is possible that the R-S groups showed differences

which distorted, j-n either direction, the d.ifferences found..

However, since S-I díd not significantly interact with the

triple interaction, such distortion \^/as probably minimal.

fn light. of the present findings, the R-S dimension is a

meaningful one for research with unconscious self-ratings.
fn future work it seems advisable to use this d.imension by

itself in selecting Ss for various experimental groups.
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A possible weakness of the present design is that the

relative values attached to the various traits by individual

Ss or groups of Ss is not known, unless their ratings of the

Conscious Self on the scales gives some inciication of this.

The significant differences between the variances for the

ratings of the t¡r-ree objects, with the smallest variance

holding for judgments of Others, suggests that having the

Ss rank order the adjectives to be used in future research,

in terms of their desirability, would be strongly advisable.

ft appears possible that some of the differences in judgments

on the various adjectives, found in the present study

between Repressors and Sensitizers, reflect, in part,

differences in the values these two groups place on the

adjectives themselves .

Following from the above, there is strong support

provided for use of the semantù,c differential factors in

selecting adjectival rating scales for research in this area.

With rank ordering of the traits it would be possible to

assess how highly the Sensitizers value adjectíves which load

on the potency factor, that being the area in which they

rated the Unconscious Self higher than the Conscious Se1f,

and significantly higher than Others. The findings con-

cerning the Repressors and ratings on adjectival sc¿Lles

containilg the activity factor might also be clarified in

this way, desirable since on this factor they rated the

Unconscious Self higher than the Conscious Self.
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The findings of Wo1ff and Huntley regarding non-

recognition by Ss of their own voices was supported in the

present study, since all but one out of 121 Ss failed to

recognize their own voices, that is 99.18%.

The finding in the present study that ås tended to

rate their conscious self most favorably would seem to con-

tradict previous findings, that the unconscious self was

rated most favorably (or most unfavorably, in a few

instances). However previous comparisons were usually made

with judgments made of, or by, othersr so that it is

difficult to make conclusive observations in this area. It

does suggest that the desire to present a favorable self

image, ât the conscious level, is a dominant one. The high

variance for unconscious self judgments provides support for

Wolff's contention that these are self judgments, in fact,

and that they differ from judgments made of others, in

quality at least.
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"This is a test of verbal comprehension, one of the

special abilities that is an aid in learnj-ng. It has been

found to be very valuable for predicting grades in college.

The results from this experiment will be used to form a set

of scoring norms on this test for students at this univer-
sity.

First ï will read a short passage to you. Then you

will have 60 seconds to summarize its meaning in your own

words, in exactly 2 sentences. Do this on the piece of

paper in front of you labeled "4".

When you have finished I will give you a card with

passage 'rBrt on it. You are to read this one aloud, clearly,
and then give it back to me. You will be allowed 60 seconds

to summarize it in the same way that you did for passage

"4", but on the sheet of paper labeled rrBrl. Please put your

name at the top of sheet "4".
Are there any questions?"

APPENDÏX A

Instructions I
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Passage A

"A written contract is one in which the provisions
are written or printed and signed by the parti-es, or at
l-east by the party to be charged. while the law requires
only a few contracts to be wri-tten, it is essential that
all important ones be in writing. ff a contract having many

terms is made oralIy, a misunderstanding in reference to
some of them is likely. on the contrary if the agreement is
in wríting, any dispute may be immediately settled by con-

sulting the instrument."

passage B

"Men do al-] things for an end., namely , for that which

is useful- to them, and which they seek. (Thus it comes to
ass that the

events

having no cause for further doubt.)

such causes from externar sources, they are compelled to
turn to consídering themselves, and reflecting what end

woul-d have induced them personally to bring about the given
event, and thus they necessarily judge other natures by their
own. tt

and when these are l-earned the

onl- l-ook for knowl-edge of final causes of

are content

If they cannot learn

AS



(Sentence two to

and Stage III.)

be edited out as tape stimulus in Stage
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"This is a test for judging personality from listening

to a person's voice. Intuitively we often judge a person by

the qualities of their voice rather than by what they say.

I am going to play a number of voices for you from a tape

recorder, each one reading the same passage. After each

voice is played I will stop the recorder and you are to rate

the person who spoke on the sheet in front of you. There is

a separate sheet for each person.

Make the ratings on each characteristic quickly,

according to your first impression of the person whose voice

you have just heard. Be sure to mark each characteristic

for each voice. Donrt skip any.

Put an I'Xrr in the space which represents to you the

degree of each characterj-stic which you judge each person

to have. Lf you will look at the example given on the

cover sheet, the ends of the scales represents the extremes,

and the spaces next to them "extremely . . ", "moderately

.", and "sIightly". (Demonstrate on the example given.)

I wiLl play one voice and then wait unt.il you have

completed rating that person on the scales provided before

playing the next'one. Remember to make all judgments

according to your first impression of the person, so work

APPENDIX C

Instructions II
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quickly, but accurately, as \¡Ie want your true impression of

each person.

Are there any questions?"

Addit,ional Instructions (for last sheet)

simiLar

you are

others.

"On the

ratings

to rate
ll

last sheet, which is blue, You are

to those you have been doing' but

your own personalitY, rather than

to make

this time

that of



sl-ncere

passive

intelligent

unhelpful

aggressive

humorous

good.

dishonest

attractive

weak

yielding

friendly

THTS VOTCE BELONGS TO A PERSON WHO IS:

Permutation I of Scales

APPENDIX D

r_ns].ncere

active

unintelligent

helpful

unaggressive

serious

bad

honest

unattractive
st,rong

tenacious

unfriendly



In general this person shows a high degree of person-

ality maturity, signified by a successful integration, on the

various levels of functioning. He reveals himself to be

well-equipped for a productive and conflict-free adjustment

to most environmental circumstances in almost, every respect,

he represents a v¡eII-balanced and effective personality

pattern, considerate and sympathetic and intellectually
alert and flexible.

With this picture it is rather surprising that he

generally underestimates his own attributes (as seen by his

check-list responses) and fails to take full advantage of

his capabilities. He stands above the average and presents

one of the more favorable personality structures that has

been analyzed by this staff

Intelligence

In regard to mental alertness and intellectual

flexibility, his responses on the verbal comprehe¡tsion test

reveal a quick and imaginative mind. Although he is not

impulsive and unthinking close analysis reveals a basic and

prevading qui'ckness of intellect which colors his approach

to problems of all kinds. His mental alertness occurs

APPENDIX E-I

Favorable Report
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basically on the analytic l-evel where it appears that he has

creative potential and is capable of breaking through

rigidities which often block his peers' attempts to solve

problems. There are indications that he is unaware of hís

intellectual alertness and this may explain his tendency not

to exploit his ability as far as he might



APPENDIX E.TI

. Failure Report

In general this person shows a Iow degree of person-

ality maturity, signified by a failure to arrive at a realIy

satisfactory integration of motivations on the conscious and

unconscious levels. The pattern of his responses is

generally poor, indicating a weak personality with evidence

of inconsiderateness and a lack of intellectual alertness

and flexibility.
His adoption of certain superfical apPearances of

maturity may enable him to make tenrporary adjustrnents to

life situations but not without considerable expenditure of

energy t,oward maintaining the concealment of his basically

immature drives.

He stands below the average and presents one of the

more unfavorable personality structures that has been

analyzed by this staff

Intelligence

fn regard to mental alertness and intellectual flexi-

bility, his responses on the verbal comprehension test

reveal a slow, constricted, and unimaginative mind. The

Lack of cognit,ive flexibility and the typicality of his

responses suggest strongly that his approach to life problems
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is neither analytic nor imaginative. There are' in addition,

indications that his perception of formal problems lacks t'he

spontaneity and astuteness required for'success in the

professions and in top-leveI business positions. His

intell-ectual functioning seems to be influenced by a

psychological rigidity and there are strong suggestions of

a basic inability t,o. grasp'the requírements of the problem

facing him.



APPENDIX E-TTI

Neutral RePort

This person shows some degree of personality maturity

and shows himself to be adequately equipped to meet most

envíronmental situations. He relates fairly well to other

people and has the potential for adequate adjustment to the

challenges which circumstances may offer. He indicates

sufficient flexibility and awareness to be able to make'such

adjustment. His Scores represent the average on these tests,

including the verbal comPrehension test. He has grasped the

meaning of the passages in a fundament'aI sense and his

surnmary statements cover the essential approach as stated.


